1. Introduction
===============

Microfluidics refers to the manipulation of fluids in a microchannel with a dimension of tens to hundreds micrometers and related technology and science [@bib1]. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) has also been performed in the capillary format with similar dimensions all along. Therefore, microchip-based capillary electrophoresis (MCE) was the earliest format of microfluidics when it was first introduced by Harrison et al. [@bib2].

Electrophoresis itself can be performed much more efficiently on microfluidic devices because the heat dissipation is much better in chip format than that in a capillary format of the same material, and the injection plug is significantly shorter via more flexible control. Thus, higher electric field can be applied across a much shorter separation channel, so MCE can be performed much faster. When integrated with serial sample preparation steps on a chip, MCE will have much low sample and reagent consumption.

Until now, electrophoresis has remained the primary source of separation in microfluidic chip. Most of the papers published on separation in microfluidics are electrophoresis-based, rather than chromatography. Electrophoresis can be performed more directly and conveniently in a microfluidic chip. First, the driving force of electrophoresis is the electric field, which can be applied via the contact of electrodes with the running buffers, and without high pressure needed in chromatography. Second, in some electrophoresis modes, such as capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), micelle electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) and isoelectric focusing (IEF), the separation efficiency is mostly determined by the amount of the voltage applied. Therefore, in the microchip format, electrophoresis can still be performed with high efficiency under a higher electric field in a much shorter channel, while the efficiency of chromatography increases with column length. Third, buffers only or buffers with specially designed additives are enough for electrophoretic separation instead of the stationary phase of beads or monolithic material in chromatography. Now there are various additives in running buffers to meet different requirements in various separation modes, such as, water soluble polymers in capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE), ampholytes in IEF, and surfactants in MEKC. Generally, these all simplify the operation of MCE, lower the cost of each chip, and contribute to its miniaturization and portability. While chromatography is generally not performed because (1) glass and plastics cannot withstand the pressures that would be needed, (2) it is difficult to pack the channels without voids, (3) there are mass transfer problems in the corners of the channels, and (4) voids cause unacceptable band broadening.

Photolithography and related MEMS technologies used for chip fabrication provide many novel elements to MCE. More complex fluid networks can be implemented, which would be nearly impossible in capillary formats. Therefore, samples can be collected, pretreated, introduced, injected and separated continuously under the complete control in a microchip. Buffers can be added and mixed simultaneously or one by one at any scheduled time and location. Other techniques developed in microfluidic chip also benefit electrophoresis separation at nearly every step. Microheaters and sensors are useful for sample reaction and separation. Pneumatic valves allow the flexible segregation and collection of analytes interested, and pumps can drive and mix samples through different regions in microchip [@bib3], [@bib4]. Fluorescence detection with optofluidic techniques and the wave guiding fiber [@bib5], [@bib6], chip-based electrochemical detection [@bib7], and the miniaturized chip--MS interface [@bib8] can facilitate chip integration.

The basic physical nature of electrophoresis itself is still the same in both capillary and microfluidic formats, which has been well studied in all modes and most applications. With these ideas in mind, some distinct characteristics of MCE, especially as one key unit in integrated microdevices, are discussed, and its typical applications in small molecules, DNA and protein are presented here.

2. Basic considerations on microchip electrophoresis
====================================================

Through a complete cycle of electrophoresis, the sample is first introduced and injected, then separated into individual analyte zones by the electric field, which are then pulled through a detection point, and detected one by one. Analyte will diffuse spontaneously under the concentration gradient along the axial direction during separation, and this is accelerated by joule heat. Sometimes, the analyte zone will be twisted and stretched by turns in the folded channel, and tailed by surface adsorption. At least these six factors, sample injection $(\sigma_{\text{inj}}^{2})$, chip detection $(\sigma_{\text{det}}^{2})$, molecular diffusion $(\sigma_{\text{dif}}^{2})$ joule heating $(\sigma_{\text{joul}}^{2})$, turn geometry $(\sigma_{\text{turn}}^{2})$ and surface adsorption $(\sigma_{\text{ads}}^{2})$, contribute to total peak broadening (*σ* ^2^) in MCE.

Fortunately, these all have occurred in CE. Therefore, the theory and experience of CE can be used as a reference for MCE in most cases. Typically, the contributions from variances of sample injection, chip detection and molecular diffusion to plate height are still calculated as those in CE.$$\begin{array}{l}
{\sigma^{2} = \sigma_{\text{inj}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{det}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{dif}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{turn}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{joul}}^{2} + \sigma_{\text{ads}}^{2};} \\
{\sigma_{\text{inj}}^{2} = \frac{l_{\text{inj}}^{2}}{12};\quad\sigma_{\det}^{2} = \frac{l_{\det}^{2}}{12};\quad\sigma_{\text{dif}}^{2} = 2 \cdot D \cdot t} \\
\end{array}$$where *l* ~inj~ and *l* ~det~ are the lengths of initial sample plug and chip detection window, *D* is the molecular diffusion coefficient, and *t* is the separation time.

However, some adjustments must be made in the transfer from capillary to microchip. New injection strategies are adopted for integrated microdevices, since complex fluid network allows much easier control of the sample plug profile. Various chip materials and channel structures used by MCE require different surface coating methods and heat dissipation controls. Turns of small curvature radii within the microchip can generate more significant peak broadening than that in a bended capillary. Some related theories and control methods for these special factors in MCE relative to conventional CE are discussed in detail below.

2.1. Sample injection
---------------------

Sample injection is the first step of MCE. Electrokinetic injection is the most preferred choice [@bib9], [@bib10], which is completed in two steps, loading and dispensing. In a typical cross-type microchip, the sample flow is first pulled into injection channel by an electric field, then the sample plug in the cross zone is brought to separation channel when voltages are switched, and separation starts immediately ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 1Pinched (top) and gated (down) electrokinetic injection for MCE. From Refs. [@bib10], [@bib14] with permission.

Two impediments in electrokinetic injection have to be dealt with carefully. One is the sample plug dispersion into separation channel during sample loading, which increases the sample plug length; the other is continuous sample leakage from loading channel into separation channel during sample dispensing and the subsequent separation, which results into a tailing peak and gradually elevated background noise. Both will impair separation efficiency significantly.

Ramsey and co-workers clearly introduced electric pinched injection and inhibition leakage strategy to deal with these problems earlier [@bib9]. The electric fields from separation channel to sample waste channel effectuate a virtual valve, which allows the volume of the sample plug to be accurately controlled and is time independent, enabling a constant volume to be injected. The inhibited electric valve can also completely avoid electric leakage during electrophoresis. Electric field distribution on microchip valve and concentration focusing from sample stacking were also studied. In order to increase the sample injection frequency, two tee intersections were added in close proximity of cross point. The tee intersection in the sample channel preserved the sample near to cross point under "pullback" conditions, therefore, allowing faster loading next time. Tee intersection in separation channel allowed unidirectional transport enabling loading of subsequent injections during an analysis. Injection at 5 Hz was demonstrated successfully [@bib11]. In order to finely tune the sample plug in pinched injection, double-cross injector was fabricated, which employed electrokinetic focusing on deliver sample plugs of variable volume [@bib12]. Electrokinetic double-focusing injection technique for microchip electrophoresis was also presented [@bib13].

Gated injection is another form of electrokinetic injection [@bib10]. Instead of "pull" and "push" cycles in pinched injection mode, steady sample and analysis streams are kept all along except instant electric injection.

Both gated and pinched injection methods suffered from electrokinetic injection bias [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16]. In pinched format, a larger volume is loaded and dispensed for neutral species than anionic species, and up to 27% difference in injected volumes was observed. The overall sample bias in gated injection was shown to be time-dependent and resulted in a larger sample bias against components of negative electrophoretic mobility [@bib15].

Other novel injection strategies were also presented to alleviate sample leakage and simplify voltage control for sample injection. Zhang and Manz presented cross and tee injectors having narrow sampling channels to accomplish "simple injection" with no pinched or inhibited electric field needed [@bib17]. With tee design, the number of reservoirs in multichannel systems can be reduced to the theoretical limit. Unfortunately, it is hard to produce very thin sampling channels in the glass and silica microchip. Recent, Fu and co-workers found that the injector with 30° included angle also reduced sample leakage successfully [@bib18]. It has great potential in high-throughput microdevice for its simplicity and practicability. Pressure instead of electrokinetic dispensing also could reduce sample leakage effectively [@bib19]. Baba and co-workers demonstrated it in the high-speed microchip CGE of protein and DNA [@bib20], [@bib21].

Pressure-based injection has got attention for its simplicity. Hydrostatic pressure injection method was introduced in Lin\'s group [@bib22], [@bib23]. This method was first proved effective in leading cells to a separation channel for single-cell analysis. More recently, an improved double-cross hydrostatic pressure sample injection for MCE was reported. It allowed adjustment of the sample volume, could reduce the number of electrodes, and had been used in multichannel systems for fluorescent dye free electrophoresis and chiral selector screening. Negative pressure pinched sample injection was developed by Fang and co-workers, and adopted in a multichannel system [@bib24].

Pneumatic pump and valve were also useful for sample introduction and injection. Early in 2003, Zare and co-workers designed a microfluidic flow injection analysis system [@bib25], which was a two-layer polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) monolith multiple pneumatic injection system that mimicked the operation of a standard sixport, two-way valve used in liquid chromatography. The hydrolysis of fluorescein diphosphate by alkaline phosphatase was monitored in time [@bib26]. In 2005, utilizing an integrated diaphragm pump on a hybrid PDMS-glass microchip, Landers and co-workers developed a pressure injection for electrophoretic analysis of submicroliter samples [@bib27], in which, as little as 500 nL sample could be injected correctly. This injection system had been integrated into a microchip associated with chip-DNA extraction and chip-PCR for rapid detection of gene of bacteria, virus and human beings [@bib28]. Martin and co-workers incorporated a reduced-volume pneumatic valve that actuated to allow analyte from a continuously flowing sampling channel to be injected into a separation channel for electrophoresis, and a pushback channel was added to flush away stagnant sample associated with the injector dead volume [@bib29]. After evacuating air dissolved in PDMS, loading of a sieving polymer solution and injection of a sample solution could be carried out autonomously [@bib30], [@bib31].

Sample introduction and injection is one important section to "world-to-chip" interface [@bib32]. Smarter methods are still needed in highly integrated microsystems.

2.2. Joule heating
------------------

Separation efficiencies in some elelctrophoresis modes are mainly dependent on the voltages applied. If a similar resolution is needed in MCE as that in CE, a higher electric field will be applied in the shorter channel. However, the higher electric field (*E*) also induces a higher electric current within the separation microchannel, which produces joule heating, and its power (*Q*) is calculated as *Q*  =  *ρE* ^2^, where *ρ* is the buffer\'s electric conductivity.

There are at least three aspects that should be considered about the effect of joule heating on the performance of MCE, first, an overall temperature increase of the buffer solution, Δ*T*; second, the establishment of a radial temperature gradient within microchannel, Δ*T* ~*x*~; and third, the inhomogeneous temperature distribution along the axial direction.

Microfluidic chip can be simplified as a thick wall capillary without polyimide coating outside [@bib33], and then the overall temperature in the center of the microchannel (*T*) can be deduced as$$T = T_{0} + \frac{Qr_{1}^{2}}{2}\left\lbrack {\frac{1}{k}\ln\left( \frac{r_{2}}{r_{1}} \right) + \frac{1}{r_{2}h}} \right\rbrack$$where *T* ~0~ is the environment temperature, *r* ~1~ is the radius of microchannel lumen, *r* ~2~ is the radius of chip wall, *k* is the thermal conductivity of chip wall, and *h* is the heat transfer coefficient to the surroundings (power radiated per unit area per unit temperature difference between the outer wall and the environment). For simplicity, the heat generation rate is considered as a constant. In fact it is a function of temperature, and the temperature distribution within the buffer itself also has a parabolic profile.

Under the same electric field, running buffer and microchannel structure, *T* is only dependent on *k* and *h* of the chip material, so in glass, silica chip of higher *k* and *h*, electrophoresis only leads to little increased temperature, while for plastics, there is much higher temperature increase for their lower *k* and *h*. Kutter and co-workers presented a serial data for microfluidic chip of different materials in different dimensions and filled with buffers of different electric conductivities [@bib34], in which the top limits of electric field (before boiling of the buffer)were presented clearly. They concluded that about 3 times electric field can be applied in glass and silica microchip than that in a silica capillary of the same dimension, and leads to the same temperature increase in buffers. As to plastic and PDMS microchip, a much low electric field could be subjected [@bib35].

As to the temperature gradient in buffer along radial direction (Δ*T* ~*x*~) [@bib36], [@bib37], which can be described as$$\Delta T_{x} = \frac{Q}{2}\left\lbrack {\frac{r_{1}^{2} - x^{2}}{2k_{\text{b}}} + \frac{r_{1}^{2}}{k}\ln\left( \frac{r_{2}}{r_{1}} \right) + \frac{r_{1}^{2}}{r_{2}h}} \right\rbrack$$where *x* is the radius distance from the center of microchannel, *k* ~b~ is the thermal conductivity of the buffer. The temperature drop from the channel center (*x*  = 0) to liquid/solid interface (*x*  =  *r* ~1~) is determined as $\Delta T_{r_{1}} = Qr_{1}^{2}/4k_{\text{b}}$, so the temperature gradient across channel radius is very similar in microchips of various materials. Properties of the chip itself, such as the external dimensions, thermal conductivity and heat transfer to the surroundings have no direct effect on the temperature profile in the channel lumen. It has been widely assumed that a radial temperature gradient lower than 1.5 K would not degrade the efficiency obviously. It can be deduced that when joule heat sets a limit to the efficiency, one can lower the electric conductivity of the buffer, reduce the channel radius, and extend separation channels to decrease the electric field and the corresponding *Q*.

Another important phenomenon from joule heating is the temperature jump along the axial direction [@bib38]. Due to the thermal end effect from buffer and sample reservoirs in two ends, there are a serial of things that happened, first, sharp temperature drops appear, second, the local electric field rises to keep the current continuously, third, pressure gradients have to be induced to hold mass continuity, which results into curved fluid velocity profile and increased molecular diffusion, and both contribute to the increased dispersion of samples. In microfluidic formats, reservoirs also exist and complex fluid network cross to separation channel also bring to inhomogeneous temperature profile along axial direction. Yang and co-workers discussed about joule heating effect on electroosmotic flow (EOF) and electrophoretic transportation electrokinetic flow focusing, and found that it caused the diffusion coefficient of the sample to increase, the potential distribution to change, and the flow velocity field to adopt a nonuniform profile [@bib39].

In fact, most microfluidic channels are rectangular, and the steady-state heat transfer problem is governed by a two-dimensional equation.$$\frac{\partial^{2}(T - T_{\text{o}})}{\partial^{2}x} + \frac{\partial^{2}(T - T_{\text{o}})}{\partial^{2}y} = - \frac{Q}{k}$$where *x* and *y* are the height and width of microchannel. The effect of joule heating on electroosmotic flow and electrophoretic transportation in the rectangular channel is also reported [@bib33], [@bib40]. Then, with computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the convection--diffusion equation can be formulated and solved in terms of spatial moments of the analyte concentration. When the microchip is of the same material, the square shape allows the most efficient heat dissipation and minimized joule heating effects.

2.3. Turn optimization
----------------------

The highest electric field strength is ultimately limited for all chip materials due to their inherent heat dissipation coefficient. Furthermore, some electrophoresis modes cannot be performed under a very high electric field level, such as DNA and protein sizing within polymer solution. They will migrate with biased reptation at much high electric fields, so the dependence of molecule mobility on fragment length (molecular weight) becomes marginalized. To achieve adequate resolution and separation efficiency, folded channel is necessary sometimes for a longer separation distance, and turn geometry is unavoidable in these cases.

However, turn will introduce additional geometrical contributions to analyte dispersion via lateral variations in both migration distance and field strength. If sample streams on both the inside of the turn and the outside of the turn are assumed traveling at the same velocity, and only geometry variation is considered, length variance of (Δ*l*) can be calculated as $\Delta l = \theta w$ [@bib9], where *θ* is the turn arc, $w$ is the width of separation channel. If the turn induced electric field difference is also included, and as $r_{\text{c}}/w$ is large, so *E* ~c~  ≈  *E* ~av~ is assumed, then Δ*l* can be calculated as $\Delta l = 2\theta w$ [@bib41], where *r* ~c~ is the radius of curvature along the turn center, *E* ~c~ is electric flied along the turn center, and *E* ~av~ is the average electric field within a turn. Turn transit time (*t* ~t~) can be calculated as *t* ~t~  =  *θr* ~c~/*ν* ~c~, where *ν* ~c~ is the velocity along turn center.

If the molecule transverse diffusion time across the channel $t_{\text{D}} = w^{2}/2D$ is also included in turn process, there are two cases that can be classified briefly according to the ratio of *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~. First, *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~  ≤ 1, which corresponds to turns of relatively large radius of curvature or large diffusion coefficients. In this case, cross-stream is dominant, so that the concentration is almost constant across the radius. Molecular diffusion dominates turn variance, $\sigma_{\text{t}}^{2} \approx 2D(r_{\text{c}}\theta/v_{\text{av}})$, which means that peak dispersion purely from turn geometry is nearly negligible compared to other peak variances, especially molecular diffusion dispersion. Second, *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~  ≥ 1, which corresponds to small radius of curvature and low molecular diffusion coefficients. In this case, molecules in an analyte band follow single axial streamlines around a turn, and geometrical dispersion dominates turn variance, $\sigma_{\text{t}}^{2} \approx {(2\theta w)}^{2}/12$, this means that peak dispersion purely from turn geometry is significant.

For MCE, the latter has happened in most cases. For shorter separation channel and time saving, chip CZE, chip CEC and chip MEKC are commonly performed at the super-high speed, molecular diffusion coefficients of small molecules are large, but *t* ~t~ is also very small, so *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~ is usually larger than 1. For example, *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~ is 3.2, if $w = 50\,\mu\text{m}$, *r* ~c~  =250 μm *θ*  =  *π*, *ν* ~av~  = 1 mm/s, *D*  = 5 × 10^−10^  m^2^/s. As to chip CGE of protein and DNA in the moderate electric field, *D* is very small, so its *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~ is also larger than 1. For example, *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~ is 16, if $w = 50\,\mu\text{m}$, *θ*  =  *π*, *ν* ~av~  = 0.1 mm/s, *D*  = 10^−11^  m^2^/s. Larger is *t* ~D~/*t* ~t~, more significant is the effect of pure turn geometry on peak dispersion.

Decreasing channel width is the most effective method to control turn dispersion as $\sigma_{\text{t}}^{2} \approx {(2\theta w)}^{2}/12$. Mathies and co-workers created tapered turns by narrowing the separation channel width before the start of a turn and widening the channel after the turn was complete [@bib42]. Examining the separation of DNA sizing ladder, they carefully explored the radius of curvature of the turn, the length over which the channel is tapered, and the degree of tapering. They found that the case of the smallest radius of curvature (250 μm), the shortest tapering length (55 μm), and the largest tapering ratio (4:1) generated the highest separation resolution, which was \>95% of that from a straight separation channel. They thought that smallest radius of curvature and shortest tapering length could decrease negative effect of DNA biased reptation in taped channel to an upmost extent, and the largest tapering ratio could control the pure turn geometry on peak dispersion. Taped turn and another similar turn geometry of constrained turn [@bib43] have become two popular schemes in the folded channel for MCE ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 2Tapered turn (top) and constrained turn (down) in folded microchannel. From Refs. [@bib42], [@bib43] with permission.

There are also some alternative methods to deal with turn dispersion. Griffiths and Nilson have proposed a comprehensive formula for the turn induced axial variance, where convective mass transfer was also included [@bib44]. Increasing the effective radius of curvature was presented by separation channel of spiral geometry; in order to compensate both the higher electric field and the 'race track' effect, optimal designs of channel shapes were also presented by waved turn and polygonal channel; EOF tailoring of side channel of turn was also introduced with laser ablation [@bib45] and microelectrodes [@bib46].

2.4. Surface adsorption and surface modification
------------------------------------------------

Surface property is one of key factors to the success of MCE. Chip surface is getting much more complex than conventional capillary as various materials have been adopted in chip fabrication. Except glass and silica, qualities of other plastics and rubber are unfamiliar to most analysts, so many experiences and skills from CE are out of effect, sometimes, even lead to mistakes. As surface coating is dependent on its substrate properties, surface modification for MCE is discussed on three common used chip materials, glass/silica, plastics and PDMS, individually. Surface modification is usually a critical step for reaction and immunoassay in microfluidic chip, but their related methods are not covered in this paper.

### 2.4.1. Surface modification of glass/silica microchip

In CE, surface properties and coating methods have been studied in particular. They also contributed a lot to the successes of genome sequencing projects with capillary array electrophoresis. Most of these well-developed experiences have also been directly used on glass and silica microchip. Self-assembly of silane is a common approach of surface modification of glass and silica. Vinyl silane is usually used for the subsequent radical initiated polymerization, in which poly(acrylamide) (PAAm) has been extensively studied, which has excellent compatibility with DNA, protein and other biomolecules, and becomes a "gold standard" for surface coating in electrophoresis since it was first introduced by Hjerten and Zhu in 1985 [@bib47].

Recently, some improvements of PAAm coating have been reported. Zare and co-workers presented photo induced polymerization of PAAm coating within glass microchip [@bib48]. After surface treatment with vinyl silane, the microchannel was filled with the aqueous solution of 5% acrylamide, 0.2% photoinitiator and 250 ppm hydroquinone, which was illuminated for 15 s with a 40 μJ/μm^2^ diode laser. This method could permit surface pattern within microchannel rapidly. Gao and Liu demonstrated enhanced stability of PAAm coating with bis-acrylamide added [@bib49]. It was thought that dimer could cross-link PAAm molecules nearby, which would cover some surface defects and blank zones, where there was no silane or PAAm coupled. With this coating, chip CZE of basic proteins and IEF of protein standards could be performed for several hundred times without any obvious decrease of separation efficiencies.

Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) silane could be used as surface coating reagent directly, and longer chain PEG could lead to lower surface electrosmotic flow [@bib50]. Heat-immobilized poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA), a typical adsorbed coating in CE, was also adopted in glass microchip by Belder et al. [@bib51]. Multilayer assembly coating of positive charged polyelectrolyte and gold nanobeads could improve the electrophoresis separation and electrochemical detection of mixtures of *o*-, *m*- and *p*-aminophenols [@bib52]. A method to rejuvenate surface coating in glass chip was reported. It was found that surface activation by hot H~2~SO~4~ and 1 M HCl was necessary before next poly(dimethylacrylamide) (PDMA) coating, which allowed high-resolution separation of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) standards [@bib53].

### 2.4.2. Surface modification of plastic microchip

Various thermoplastics, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(carbonate) (PC), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), etc. are commonly used for chip fabrication via mold injection in large amounts. Some special characteristics of plastic chips must be noted before surface modification for electrophoretic separation. First, compared with glass and silica, plastics usually show much poorer resistance to higher temperature and low-polar organic solvents. Second, the properties of one kind plastic often vary with producers and batches, as there are usually some additives in plastic resins, such as antioxidant, fire resistance, and toughness reinforce. Third, polymer molecular weight and distribution often differ between brands and batches. Last, fabrication parameters such as temperature and pressure between mold injections also changed sometimes. Therefore, surface smoothness, hydrophilicity and UV--vis absorption of microchannel are not consistent all the time, and surface modification is usually unavoidable. Now, additives in bulk resins, surface adsorbed coating and surface covalent coating are three primary approaches used for plastic microchip surface modification.

Additives in bulk resins are the simplest, as no additional surface treatment or reaction is needed after chip fabrication. Lin\'s lab added 1--20% acrylonitrile--butadiene--styrene (ABS) in PMMA resins for chip molding, and found that with the increase of ABS amount, chip surface hydrophilicity was improved, but light permeability was decreased and the fluorescent background was increased slightly [@bib54]. Lee and co-workers fabricated plastic chip via UV induced copolymerization of MMA, PEG monomer and dimer, which allowed the high-efficient electrophoresis separation of peptides and proteins [@bib55].

Adsorbed coating is a convenient and flexible method to control surface quality. Baba and co-workers reported hybrid dynamic coating using *n*-dodecyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-maltoside (DDM) and methylcellulose (MC) for suppression of EOF and surface adsorption of labeled sugars in PMMA microchip [@bib56]. This coating allowed high-speed and high-throughput profiling of the N-linked glycans In order to get the high-resolution separation of ssDNA ladders within PMMA microchip, different static adsorbed coatings were studied, respectively [@bib57]. Finally, the microchips irradiated with UV for 10 min and coated with PVA as well as the microchips treated with HNO~3~ and coated with hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) were found to have the best performance. The copolymer of butyl methacrylate (BMA) and PEG monomer could introduce a brush-like PEG coating on the PMMA surfaces via the anchoring effect of the hydrophobic BMA units, which allowed bovine serum albumin (BSA) and lysozyme separated with modest efficiencies [@bib58].

Covalent coating is a complex but robust method to tailor surface qualities. Oxygen plasma could activate PMMA surface and introduce some hydroxyls for coupling 2-bromoisobutyryl bromide, which induced atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), and PEG was grafted [@bib59]. On this chip, peptides and proteins were separated with very high efficiencies ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). Soper and co-workers reported the chemical modification of PMMA surfaces by the reaction with the monoanion of diaminoalkanes to yield amine-terminated PMMA surfaces, and it was found that the amine was quite uniform and generated a reversed EOF within pH 3--10 [@bib60].Fig. 3Immobilization of ATRP initiator and grafting of PEG on the PMMA surface. From Ref. [@bib59] with permission.

### 2.4.3. Surface modification of polydimethylsiloxane microchip

PDMS has become one of the most widely used materials in microfluidics. Rapid prototyping of PDMS microchip via soft photolithography was an important milestone for microchip fabrication [@bib61], which allowed more researchers to testify their ideas quickly. Moreover, pneumatic pump and valve, and chip cell culture on PDMS microchip largely prompted the integration and application of microfluidic chip [@bib3], [@bib4]. Unfortunately, native PDMS can adsorb most biopolymers and even absorb small hydrophobic molecules. By far, many PDMS coating strategies have been proposed based on the distinct chemical and physical properties of PDMS itself.

Native PDMS is hydrophobic and negatively charged, so physically adsorbed coating, such as polyelectrolytes based on electrostatic interaction, neutral chemicals based on hydrophobic interaction, and both of them were also reported. Nearly all surfactants and hydrophobic polymers can be adsorbed on PDMS to control its EOF and protein adsorption, such as neutral surfactants *n*-dodecyl β-[d]{.smallcaps}-maltoside [@bib62], tween-20 and brij-35, cationic surfactants Cetyl Trimethyl Ammonium Bromide (CTAB) and Didodecyl Dimethyl Ammonium Bromide (DDAB) [@bib63], anionic surfactant [@bib64], and hydrophobic copolymer poly(styrene-*alt-*maleic anhydride) [@bib65]. With sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) dynamic coating, amino acid and proteins were separated successfully [@bib66]. Positive charged polyelectrolyte aminodextran [@bib67] also could be adsorbed on PDMS surface to generate a stable EOF and inhibit protein adsorption.

Methyl groups are the main chemical groups on the native PDMS surface, which can be utilized for surface grafting via hydrogen abstraction induced by photo, ions or plasma. Regnier and co-workers reported cerium catalyzed polymerization [@bib68]. Combined with monolith micropillars, peptides and proteins were separated successfully. Allbritton and co-workers demonstrated UV induced surface grafting on PDMS ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} ) [@bib69], [@bib70]. The photoinitiator could be preadsorbed on PDMS surface, and then induced polymerization only on PDMS surface. Peptides were separated successfully. Surface pattern also could be produced easily for spatially selective immobilization of cells and biomolecules.Fig. 4UV graft polymerization on PDMS surface. From Ref. [@bib70] with permission.

Additives in PDMS prepolymer mixture, such as acrylic acid, could gradually migrate out to tailor EOF [@bib71]. Moreover, PDMS is porous, so both small hydrophobic organic compounds immersion and solvent-assisted polymers interpenetration with PDMS surface molecules could tailor PDMS surface charge and hydrophilicity. For example, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) immersion followed with hydrolysis and cross-linking could generate ∼1 nm silica particles within PDMS [@bib72], which induced an immense EOF, and reduced rodamine B permeability into PDMS bulk significantly.

Silanols and other active groups generated by UV irradiation, HCl--H~2~O~2~ immersion and plasma can be used for covalent monolayer self-assembly of silane compounds [@bib73], [@bib74], and hydrophilic polymer adsorption [@bib75]. Recently, Lin and co-workers found that epoxy-modified hydrophilic polymers could be adsorbed on oxidized PDMS surface much more strongly than these polymers themselves, and hard baking of PDMS before surface coating could further improve the coating stability. PDMS chip with epoxy-modified polymer coating could be used for electrophoresis separation of DNA and protein with very high efficiencies [@bib76], [@bib77].

Surface modification techniques have not yet fully developed to face various challenges in different applications. Simple and high-efficient surface coatings are still desperately expected especially to protein electrophoresis in plastic and rubber microchip.

Some distinct issues about MCE over CE have been discussed, which include sample injection, turn in channel, joule heating and surface modification. Moreover, some recognized theories and well-developed methods have also been introduced. Related experimental details can be found in the original papers, and some comprehensive discussions on special subjects have also been presented in some excellent reviews.

3. Applications
===============

In the earliest period of microfluidic chip, MCE was performed in most cases. Up to now, MCE has become one highly developed functional unit in microfluidic chip, and found a lot of application fields in the pure separation research and served as a key part in integrated microdevices. In the following, the applications of MCE in small molecules, DNA and proteins were discussed, individually. MCE of glycan [@bib78], cell and cell contents [@bib79], [@bib80], [@bib81], [@bib82] are also hot points now, but these will not be included this time.

3.1. Small molecules
--------------------

As well-defined sample plug of several to decades of micrometers long can be injected, super-fast electrophoresis can be achieved easily within microfluidic chip. Moreover, the separation behavior and mechanism of small molecules will not be destroyed under high electric field with chip CZE, CEC and MEKC in glass/silica microchip for their fast heat dissipation rate. Therefore, the high-speed separation of small molecules has been demonstrated very early, and is still one important subject in microfluidic chip.

### 3.1.1. Various microchip electrophoresis modes

In the early 1990s, Ramsey group studied the characteristics of a series of MCE modes for small molecules. First, in chip CZE, rhodamine B and fluorescein were separated with baseline resolution within 150 ms with a 1.5 kV/cm electric field and 0.9 mm separation length in 1994 [@bib83]. The plate height decreased with increasing electric field, and finally a constant value was obtained, but no optimal electric field could be found. With a re-designed microchip and highly pinched injection plug, rhodamine B and dichlorofluorescein were separated within 0.8 ms with a 0.2 mm effective separation distance, when the electric field was increased to 53 kV/cm [@bib84]. Here, an optimal electric field ∼30 kV/cm was confirmed.

CEC and MEKC are two common electrophoresis modes for MCE of neutral analytes. Earliest chip CEC was also presented in 1994 [@bib85]. The channel surface modified with octadecylsilane was functioned as the stationary phase in open tubular CEC. Using an isocratic running buffer in non-optimized turn channel, a low efficiency was obtained. Later, when the gradient solvent and shallow channel were used, separation efficiency was improved sharply [@bib86]. If the channel depth was only 2.9 μm, the separation efficiency could be increased all along with electric field within the experiment range, while an optimal electric field was occurred for the deeper channel. Chip MEKC was introduced in 1995 [@bib87]. At first, the most optimal electric field was found as 400 V/cm, and about 3.0 μm plate height was obtained. After turn optimization and solvent programming, much better results were obtained, and the effects between methanol and acetonitrile on gradient elution were also discussed [@bib88].

Chip MEKC has been widely used for amino acid separation. A spiral-shaped separation channel on a glass microchip was fabricated by Ramsey and co-workers for high-efficient separation of 19 amino acids [@bib89], which was accomplished within 165 s, using sodium tetraborate--SDS--methanol/isopropanol buffer with 770 V/cm electric flied and an 11.87 cm separation distance ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ). Similar results were also obtained from PDMS and PDMS/glass microchip after surface modification [@bib66]. In 1999, Mathies group reported a chip amino acid chirality analyzer for the extraterrestrial exploration [@bib90]. After extraction from the meteorite and labeling with FITC out of chip, enantiomeric ratios of amino acids were determined within the folded electrophoresis channel of 19.0 cm long, using a SDS-γ-CD-carbonate buffer. The effects of temperature and γ-CD concentration were carefully characterized. In 2005, Mars organic analyzer (MOA) for amino acid biomarker detection and analysis was introduced [@bib91], which integrated high voltage CE power supplies, pneumatic controls, and fluorescence detection optics for field operation. Amino acids extracted from various soils and minerals were analyzed successfully after sample collection, preparation, and derivation with fluorescamine out of chip. The results were comparable and even superior to those from commercial HPLC. Subsecond chiral separation of amino acids was also achieved with highly sulfated cyclodextrins (HS-γ-CD) as chiral selectors [@bib92].Fig. 5Chip MEKC separation of 19 amino acids. From Ref. [@bib89] with permission.

### 3.1.2. On-chip concentration-microchip electrophoresis

Low detection limit for small molecules is a problem for MCE. Thus, on-line concentration before MCE is an important step of sample preparation, and of great significance to chip integration. Electric focusing is an effective tool beside conventional solid-phase extraction (SPE). Santiago and co-workers demonstrated the super-high-efficient coupling of transient isotachophoresis (ITP) and CE in a simple cross channel microchip [@bib93]. When 1 M NaCl and 5 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) were used as leading electrolyte (LE) and tailing electrolyte (TE), respectively, Alexa Fluor 488 and bodipy could be stacked more than a million fold, and only a very short injection/ITP time (40 s) was needed. With an upgraded optical system, 100 aM fluorophores could be analyzed without manual buffer exchange steps [@bib94]. This was the highest sensitivity obtained with electrophoretic separation ever reported. Unfortunately, no real sample testing with this method was reported until now. Trace phenolic compounds were analyzed by a chip MEKC technique coupled with field-amplified sample stacking (FASS) and field amplified sample injection (FASI) [@bib95]. FASS, FASI and separation were carried out continuously in three connected channel segments. Sample was injected and stacked with amplified electric field in the first channel, then was transferred to second channel filled with one plug of water, and stacked for the second time under amplified electric field, at the end, focusing sample plug was injected into the third channel, separated and detected by an amperometric detector of a cellulose-dsDNA-modified, screen-printed carbon electrode. With this method, about 5200-fold concentration was achieved, and trace phenolic compounds in tap water and surface water were directly analyzed.

### 3.1.3. On-chip labeling-microchip electrophoresis

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is the primary detection tool for MCE. Therefore, labeling on chip before CE is necessary as most analytes are non-fluorescent themselves. Various on-chip labeling strategies were also presented, such as precolumn and postcolumn reactions, which were first demonstrated by Ramsey and co-workers [@bib96], [@bib97]. However, precolumn labeling was preferred, as it could be performed for a longer time, with no interruption of electrophoresis separation and sampling frequency. Fluorescent covalent labeling and affinity labeling are two most common methods. Generally covalent coupling of fluorescent tag was usually applicable to amino acid [@bib98], bioamines [@bib99] and other active groups-contained molecules, as high reaction rate was needed for a short reaction time in microchip. As to affinity labeling, both direct binding to labeled antibody and competitive binding with labeled standard molecules to antibody were reported [@bib7], [@bib100].

Bioamines and their contents in drinking water had been labeled and separated within a microchip by Hahn and co-workers and deMello and co-workers [@bib99], [@bib101]. Kennedy and co-workers demonstrated an integrated microchip coupled to microdialysis for in vivo monitoring of amino acid neurotransmitters in rat brain [@bib98], which contained sample introduction channel for dialysate, precolumn reactor for derivatization with ophthalaldehyde (OPA), gated injector, and separation channel. The dialysate stream could be analyzed at 130-s intervals, in which the separation time was 20 s with an electric field of 1320 V/cm. In 2006, they presented a capillary--PDMS hybrid chip for MCE-based sensing of neurotransmitters, in which a pneumatic pump and valve system were integrated to accomplish low-flow push--pull perfusion sampling, on-line derivatization, and flow-gated injection onto an embedded capillary for high-speed separation [@bib102]. In this system, in vivo perfusion sample could be sampled every 30 s for over 4 h.

### 3.1.4. Ultraviolet absorption and other detectors

Labeling small molecules for LIF detection is not well developed as that for DNA and protein, and many small molecules cannot be labeled easily for LIF detection [@bib103], so other strategies have to be introduced. UV absorption and deep UV induced fluorescence were suitable to aromatic compounds. UV detection was reported for the high-speed chiral separations on silica microchip [@bib104] and Chinese traditional drug analysis on hybrid silica/PDMS microchip [@bib105]. In order to decrease the UV absorption background of chip bulk, PDMS was sharply thinned at the detection window zone. UV detection has a wide application range over LIF indeed, but it is usually limited for its poor sensitivity. Thus, the coupling of chip concentration and UV detection can significantly extend the application field of MCE for small molecules [@bib106]. A quartz microchip for UV detection was fabricated by using multi-point pressure method in normal temperature and lower pressure during bonding process in Lin\'s group ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ), in which ITP and CZE was integrated, and two flavonoids were concentrated up to 32-fold, compared to the CZE mode only. Deep UV fluorescence detection at 266-nm excitation wavelength has been realized for sensitive detection in MCE, and low-micromolar concentrations sensitivity could be achieved in fused silica microchip [@bib107]. Enantioselective catalysis and analysis also were monitored with the same method on an integrated microchip [@bib108].Fig. 6Chip platform for CE and UV detection in B.C. Lin\'s Lab.

Electrochemical (EC) detection was also widely used to detect small molecules in MCE, in which inorganic ions were specifically reviewed by Haddad and co-workers [@bib109], and environment pollutants by Wang and co-workers [@bib110].

3.2. DNA
--------

Rapid evolution in DNA electrophoretic separation has important impacts on biological and biomedical sciences. Technological innovations in microfluidic chip promise to provide other far reaching benefits. In the early days, most of works are dedicated to transfer capillary electrophoresis of DNA into chip format, as chip array electrophoresis system (chip CAE) was highly expected to grow up quickly and alleviate the huge burden of great amount of various genome sequencing. Fast PCR products analysis was another interest from biological laboratories. Recently, integrated and portable DNA analysis microdevices have become another powerful tool to take over challenges from anti-terrorism, food and environment safety, in which sample pretreatment, DNA/RNA extraction and amplification, electrophoresis separation and detection are all included in a microchip. This time, DNA electrophoresis in sieving media, especially the high-resolution DNA sizing is the main subject.

### 3.2.1. Microchip gel electrophoresis

Ultra-high-speed DNA separations were reported in the beginning of the concept of μTAS. Manz and co-workers accomplished the separation of antisense oligonucleotides on a micromachined capillary electrophoresis device in 1994 [@bib111]. The ssDNA ranging from 10 to 25 bases could be separated within 45 s under the electric field of 2300 V/cm with a 3.8 cm distance. In the following years, high-resolution electrophoretic separations of DNA restriction fragments [@bib112], single-color sequencing to ∼433 bases in 10 min, and four-color DNA sequencing to −150 bases with 97% accuracy in only 540 s were also reported by Mathies group [@bib113]. Four-loci STR analysis were performed in less than 2 min, and even achieved baseline resolved elelctrophoretic separations of single-locus STR samples in 30 s [@bib114]. However, lots of problems appeared when more applicable DNA electrophoresis microchip was pursued after these original successes. First of all, the unavoidable turn geometry in chip CAE sharply decreased the efficiencies. Moreover, injector size, electric field, separation matrix and temperature did matter when super-high resolution was required to the long-range DNA sequencing and valid STR genotyping.

Therefore, systematic studies and optimization of chip-DNA electrophoresis were started. In 1998, the performance of a single-channel single-color ssDNA sequencing with PAAm was quantitatively studied as a model [@bib115]. Optimized parameters were presented and demonstrated experimentally. On a straight channel of 11.5 cm long with an injection width of \<200 μm, 400 bases were sequenced in ∼14 min. These were close to the predicted performance limits of linear 4% PAAm in microchip. An improved result was reported next year, with a 250 μm twin-T injector, 7.5-cm-long separation channel at 35 °C, four-color ssDNA sequencing to 500 bases were appeared in 9.2 min with a resolution of \>0.5, and the separation could be extended to 700 bases for single-color sequencing [@bib116]. Extend separation channel length to 40 cm, then an average read length of 800 bases in 80 min (98% accuracy) were also obtained [@bib117]. These all made sure clearly that the high-speed and high-efficient DNA resolution within microfabricated devices was definitely feasible.

As discussed in peak broadening above, the solution to ameliorate turn induced peak dispersion was found by incorporating tapered turn or constrained geometries. Therefore, the 96 16-cm long channels, suitable for sequencing on a 150 mm diameter wafer were produced in a radial format around a central common anode reservoir instead of original chips relied on a rectilinear channel [@bib118]. These serpentine tapered-turn microchannels functioned at ∼95% the efficiency of a straight channel of the equivalent length [@bib42]. At the same period, other technologies about chip fabrication, signal detection, data management, and some auxiliary equipments also were developed, [@bib118], [@bib119]. Therefore, the high-throughput DNA electrophoretic analysis microfluidic systems gradually came to maximum excellence, and started its state-of-art molecule biology applications.

The high-resolution size-based electrophoretic separation of DNA is the most critical prerequisite for all genetic analyses, in which SNP and STR genotyping and DNA sequencing are the widest applications. Multiplex SNP genotyping analysis was demonstrated within 96 chip CAE [@bib121]. Three HHC variants and PCR controls were amplified using energy-transfer allele-specific primers. The PCR products together with MapMarker standard were simultaneously separated with single-base-pair resolution within 10 min, in comparison to 75 min by MegaBACE. DNA sequencing with an average read length of 430 bp within 95 lanes out of 96 lanes completed in 24 min after injection, using 4.5% (w/v) linear PAAm, 15.9 cm effective distance, under ∼200 V/cm electric field and 50 °C, with the sample of energy-transfer labeled M13mp18 forward sequencing products [@bib122]. The chip CAE system could produce sequencing data at a rate of 1.7 kbp/min, a 5-fold increase over current commercial CAE technology ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 7Chip CGE with integrated nanovolume sample purification for DNA sequencing. From Ref. [@bib120] with permission.

High-speed analysis of multiplexed STRs was demonstrated by Ehrlich and co-workers within a chip-based microdevice ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} ). The microchip had the effective separation length of 11.5 cm and a double T injector with 200 μm offset. Separation was performed with 4% linear PAAm in 1× TTE with 7 M urea after surface PAAm coating and several minutes of preelectrophoresis and 2 min sample loading. Analyses of the eight combined DNA index system (CODIS) STR loci were performed in 20 min with single-base resolution ranging from 0.75 to 1 [@bib123]. A simultaneous analysis of fifteen loci ladders and a gender marker Amelogenin based on the PowerPlex 16 System was achieved in less than 35 min. A 16 channel microdevice designed for DNA forensics analysis was reported in 2004. With a 20 cm separation distance, peak accuracy of 0.4--0.9 base was achieved for the CODIS 13-locus multiplex with a sample consumption of 0.5 μL [@bib124]. This instrument was coupled with a high-speed galvanometer-scanned four-color detector, and could promise temperature-dependent recalibration and environmental sensitivity in a wild field.Fig. 8Electropherogram for Promega PowerPlex 16 allelic ladder and internal lane standard. From Ref. [@bib124] with permission.

Fast chip CGE of PCR products has also shown great promises in the molecular biology research and clinical diagnosis. Lin\'s group reported lots of applications with clinical samples. As to severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) early diagnosis, 17 positive results were obtained out of 18 clinically diagnosed SARS patients with samples of nasopharyngeal swabs, while only 12 positive results were confirmed by the conventional RT-PCR with platform gel electrophoresis [@bib125]. Using a modified semi-nested methylation-specific PCR combining PMMA chip CGE, this group scanned tumor-associated aberrant hypermethylation of the p16 gene in plasma and tissue DNA from 153 specimens [@bib126]. They also assessed the --6A/G polymorphism in the core promoter region of angiotensinogen gene in 123 patients with essential hypertension and 103 healthy controls [@bib127]. Besides, microchip CGE was also developed for rapid authentication of ginseng species. The results showed that at two microsatellite loci, American ginseng and Oriental ginseng had distinct allele patterns themselves [@bib128]. Moreover, cultivated and wild American ginseng could be distinguished with similar methods. Recently, integrated chip ITP-CGE was demonstrated for highly sensitive and rapid genotyping of the hepatitis B virus, with a LOD of 0.0021 ng/mL, and 200 clinical cases were studied with 93% classification rate, which was 6% higher than that obtained with the conventional method [@bib129].

### 3.2.2. Novel sieving matrix

The sieving matrix of low viscosity and high resolution is still pursued in chip-DNA electrophoresis, as gel loading is a hard task in the thin microchannel, and the total efficiency is limited to a shorter channel [@bib130]. Up to now, lots of novel separation matrixes have been developed. Barron and co-workers reported two new polymer matrixes. One was sparsely cross-linked "nanogel" matrixes [@bib131], which was synthesized by inverse emulsion copolymerization of acrylamide and ∼10^−4^  mol% bisacrylamide. These "nonogel" had typically a radius of ∼230 nm, and was ∼75% cross-linked. Because of the physical network stability of nanogel, longer average read lengths were obtained under standard conditions compared to the conventional PAAm matrix. The other was thermoresponsive polymers [@bib132], which decoupled matrix loading and sieving properties. Baba and co-workers demonstrated the feasibility of nanospheres for DNA separation [@bib20]. The nanosphere had a hydrophobic core of cross-linked poly(lactic acid) and a hydrophilic shell of PEG with a narrow size distribution and low viscosity in aqueous media (0.94 centipoise at 1% (w/v)). DNA fragments up to 15 kbp were successfully separated with 100 s without any saturation in migration rates. Intrachain segregated structure of DNA was observed during DNA migration under an electric field. Monolithic quartz nanopillar array was also used as "sieving media" for long dsDNA fragments, which was about 100--500 nm diameter and 500--5000 nm tall [@bib133]. Lin and co-workers reported an ultra-low viscosity matrix composed of low molecular weight cellulose derivative and glucose [@bib130]. Recently, self-assembled colloidal arrays [@bib134] and magnetic matrixes [@bib135] as 3D nanofluidic sieves for DNA separation were demonstrate in microchip for large dsDNA fragments.

End labeled free solution electrophoresis (FLFSE) is a choice for DNA electrophoresis separation without polymer or gel matrix. A newly synthesis strategy for DNA-tag was presented by Barron and co-workers recently [@bib136]. Primers labeled with a series of monodisperse polyamide "drag-tags" were produced using both chemical and biological synthesis, and they were used to perform highly multiplexed single-base extension (SBE) assays of point mutants in exons 5--9 of the p53 gene, which allowed to separate genotyping reaction products by microchannel electrophoresis within 80 s ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 9Chip-FLFSE of multiplexed p53 mutation with polyamide drag-tags. From Ref. [@bib136] with permission.

### 3.2.3. Integrated DNA analyzer

Since the introduction of pneumatic pump and valve technologies, the development of chip PCR with the integrated microheater and microsensor, and the maturation of high-efficient chip CGE and chip CAE, the ability to integrate DNA extraction, DNA amplification and electrophoretic separation within a microchip was strengthened significantly. Although early in 1998, Manz and co-workers reported fast flow chip PCR [@bib137], integrated PCR-CE DNA analysis mostly was relied on static chip PCR, which was introduced by Mathies group, Ramsey lab and many other groups. Chip PCR-CE has been used to carry out genetic analysis from animal, human, virus and bacteria. Two most prominent achievements have been presented recently. One was nanoliter-scale Sanger DNA sequencing with reaction, sample purification and chip sequencing in a microchip [@bib138]. The other was a fully integrated microfluidic genetic analysis from whole blood as a crude biological sample to specific PCR electrophoregram integrated with DNA extraction, amplification and electrophoresis separation [@bib28].

3.3. Proteins
-------------

MCE is a promising technique for protein analysis in the future. As the integrated sample preparation and short analysis cycle in microchip allow in situ inspection and monitoring possible. Moreover, the high-throughput potential can also offer as a powerful tool in the proteomics research. This part is dedicated to a brief introduction of the principles of protein electrophoresis in microfluidic chip with the emphasis on approaches to improve peak capacity and detection limit.

### 3.3.1. Microchip gel electrophoresis

The rapid sizing of proteins in microchip is highly powerful and desirable. Caliper, Agilent and Bio-Rad have commercialized it successfully [@bib139], [@bib140]. Protein sample denatured out of chip was sized by polymer solution, and at the same time, protein--SDS complex was dynamic labeled by the dyes in polymer solution. Then, an intersection fluid flow was introduced to dilute SDS below its critical micelle concentration before detection, which sharply reduced the fluorescent background. Both on-chip staining and SDS dilution steps occurred within 100 ms, which was about 10^4^ times faster than that in SDS-PAGE. Here, 11 model proteins were sequentially separated, with a sizing accuracy better than 5% and high sensitivity (30 nM for carbonic anhydrase) ([Fig. 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} ). By omitting the protein denaturing process, Baba and co-workers achieved protein analysis in a shorter total time, with dramatically improved sensitivity [@bib141]. The fact that chip CGE required only a small amount of proteins probably helped to remove the need for the denaturing procedure. About 600 pg BSA was detectable, which equaled levels detectable by silver stain. They also applied this method to analysis of protein expression of Jurkat cells during heat Shock. Instead of polymer solution, Sandia National Laboratories separated proteins with in situ UV initiated cross-linked PAAm gel, and covalent protein labeling protocol instead of dynamic labeling [@bib142].Fig. 10Chip CGE for protein sizing. From Ref. [@bib139] with permission.

### 3.3.2. Microchip isoelectric focusing

Capillary IEF shows a very high resolution and low detection limit, and is a good qualitative tool for proteins identification. Therefore, its corresponding part in microchip is also a strong tool for protein analysis. Fan and co-workers demonstrated that IEF resolution was essentially independent of focusing length when the voltage was kept and within a range that it did not cause a significant joule heat, which suggested that miniaturization offered IEF great benefits in addition to typical advantages associated with microchip [@bib143]. Moreover, a mobile LIF detection system was also presented. The efficiency of 1.5 × 10^5^ plates for lysozyme was achieved within a LabCard microchip, and a focusing distance of 4.7 cm. The protein--protein interaction was also detected within chip IEF with a detection limit of 50 fM. Later, a whole-channel imaging detection system was developed to monitor proteins while they were moving under an electric field [@bib144]. The phenomenon about the compression of pH gradient to the middle of a channel and the relative amount of the gradient compression decreased with the increase of channel length was confirmed [@bib145].

Three-stage IEF in a PDMS microchip was demonstrated by Ivory and co-workers [@bib146]. Narrow pH range ampholytes as anode and cathode solutions in the second and third IEF stages allowed ready control of pH range. All focusing was completed within 25 min under the electric field of 50--214 V/cm. Recently, a two-dimensional (2D) finite-volume model was developed to simulate nonlinear IEF in complex microgeometries and predicted that IEF resolution could be improved by mobilizing them through a contraction zone. To further increase sample loading and therefore the concentrations of focused analytes, a dynamic approach, which was based on electrokinetic injection of proteins/peptides from solution reservoirs, was demonstrated by Lee and co-workers [@bib147]. The sample was continuously injected and encountered the pH gradient established by carrier ampholytes originally present in the channel. The sample loading was enhanced by approximately 10--100-fold in comparison with conventional IEF after 30 min electrokinetic injection with a 500 V/cm electric field.

Only IEF along fluid flow direction has been discussed in this part. In fact, in microfluidic chip, another kind of protein focusing across the direction of fluid flow was also studied substantially, which was called as free flow isofocusing, or transverse IEF sometimes, in different chip formats. This IEF was commonly carried out for sample preparation and fractionation collection. Related papers could be found from Manz, Han, and Yager et al.

### 3.3.3. Microchip zone electrophoresis

Chip CZE is still one simple and fast electrophoresis mode for protein mixtures, as chip IEF, chip CGE and chip CEC will run improperly under super-high electric field. Lin\'s group developed a method for characterizing chicken and turkey ovalbumin by chip CZE combined with exoglycosidase digestion [@bib148]. By using a porous monolith column fabricated by UV-initiated polymerization, lectin affinity chromatography was miniaturized into a microfluidic format [@bib149]. The glycoproteins could be separated into several fractions with different affinities after chip CZE. More important, running buffers for chip CZE are quite close to physiological condition, with no complex additives added. This will facilitate the exploration of protein structure and its function. Some interaction-based MCE works have been reported [@bib150]. Lin and co-workers developed affinity MCE methods based on indirect LIF detection [@bib151] and frontal analysis [@bib152] to study the interaction between heparin and serum albumin. With indirect LIF detection, the binding constant could be determined more precisely without possible negative influence from the fluorescent tag on protein. With two injectors, when sample mixture was injected, another separate sample plug was introduced into separation channel simultaneously, and used as the internal standard during chip CZE, so the potential interference from EOF markers was completely avoided.

Chip CZE--MS is also one ideal tool to identify target protein and to discover interesting biomarkers from complex samples, which exceeds the approximate molecular weight and isoelectric point of a target protein from chip CGE and chip IEF. In the early days, various chip CZE--MS interfaces were demonstrated on glass, PDMS and plastic microchips, mostly from Karger and co-workers [@bib8], [@bib153] and Ramsey and co-workers [@bib154]. Recently, Lin and co-workers improved the sheath-flow nanoelectrospray interface of chip CZE--MS for glycoprotein and glycopeptide analysis [@bib155], in which femtomole detection limit for peptides was achieved, all the glycoforms and glycopeptides of ribonuclease B were identified, and some detailed structures of the glycopeptides were even further characterized with MS/MS, a quadrupole IT-MS. An integrated nanospray emitter on glass microchip for coupling to a mass spectrometer was also reported [@bib156].

### 3.3.4. Two-dimensional microchip electrophoresis

Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis is still the main workhorse now in proteomics. However, it is suffered from manual operation, long cycle term, and low sample throughput. Therefore, many efforts have been carried out to achieve chip 2D protein analysis. Mimicking 2D gel, chip 2D can be established by focusing samples in one channel, and then sizing IEF sections in parallel in cross channels [@bib157]. The prototype 2D chip electrophoresis was demonstrated in PDMS microchip in 2002 [@bib158]. Here, IEF was performed out, and focused samples were orthogonally placed on the microchannels in parallel and then started chip CGE. Chang et al. improved this system. IEF and μ-CGE were incorporated in a plastic chip [@bib159], in which focused proteins were electrokinetically transferred into orthogonal microchannels directly for subsequent chip CGE. All analysis was completed within 10 min with an overall peak capacity of ∼1700. Han and co-workers coupled IEF with μ-CGE by the active microvalve control, in which protein plug after IEF could be isolated with pneumatic valve, and subjected chip CGE. Thus, the interruption between running buffers of CGE and IEF could be inhibited to a high extent [@bib160].

Some other promising chip 2D systems were also accomplished. Mostly, the sample plugs after the first separation were transferred into the second sequentially at regular intervals. In 2000, Ramsey and co-workers first coupled MEKC (the first dimension) with CZE (the second dimension) on a glass microchip [@bib161]. Gated injection was implemented for CZE injection, and the electric valve was switched every 3--4 s for 0.3 s to inject samples of effluent from the first dimension into the second dimension, with a peak capacity of 500--1000. In 2001, CEC was used instead of MEKC as the first dimension and coupled with CZE [@bib162]. A 25-cm spiral separation channel modified with octadecylsilane for CEC and 1.2 cm straight separation channel for CZE. The sample plug from CEC was loaded into CZE channel for 0.2 s with a cycle of 3.2 s. The peak capacity was estimated as 150. In 2003, an optimized chip MEKC-CZE was introduced with 1 Hz sampling frequency for CZE [@bib163]. BSA tryptic digest was separated within 10 min with a peak capacity of 4200 ([Fig. 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} ). In 2006, Soper group presented another tandem PMMA chip 2D [@bib164], in which CGE and MEKC were used as the first and second dimension, respectively. The sample plug from μ-CGE was loaded into MEKC for 0.5 s with a cycle of 10.5 s. This system was demonstrated with 10 model proteins, and provided a theoretical peak capacity of ∼1000.Fig. 11Chip 2D (MEKC-CZE) for separations of BSA digests. From Ref. [@bib163] with permission.

### 3.3.5. On-chip concentration-microchip electrophoresis

Real protein samples are usually very dilute, and the amount of sample injection in microfluidic chip is also limited, so on-line protein concentration before electrophoresis separation in microchip is highly desired in most cases. Up to now, there are two primary methods have been usually adopted in microfluidic format associated with electrophoresis, one is filtering, the other is electric field gradient focusing (EFGF).

Electric field driving force is obviously more convenient and feasible than pressure or centrifugal force in microfluidic chip. Ramsey and co-workers reported one convenient filter method for sample concentration [@bib165]. Silicate solution was spin-coated on glass substrate, and then the chip was bonded at lower temperature. Proteins were concentrated electrokinetically before porous silica layer during sample loading. This system functioned well in both coated and uncoated open channels, and about 600-fold enhancement was achieved before chip CGE. The nanofluidic filter of the interface between native PDMS and glass, and a nanogap generated by junction gap breakdown could work similarly [@bib166].

Organic membrane was produced by laser induced polymerization at the junction of a cross channel in a microchip [@bib167]. Averaged concentration was increased by 4 orders of magnitude with proteins (\>5.7 kDa), and the degree of concentration was limited only by the solubility limit of the proteins. Another organic membrane was fabricated in situ using photopolymerization of cross-linked PAAm ([Fig. 12](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} ). Proteins (\>10 kDa) were concentrated rapidly (\<5 min) over 1000-fold before μ-CGE [@bib168], [@bib169]. Lin and co-workers produced multilayer devices consisting of 10 nm pore diameter membranes sandwiched between two layers of PDMS substrates with embedded microchannels, which could be used for effective deproteinization, desalt or concentration on-line [@bib170].Fig. 12Chip concentration of protein with nanofluidic filter and photopatterned cross-linked polyacrylamide gels. From Ref. [@bib168], [@bib175] with permission.

ITP is a well-established method in CE. It is also useful for protein concentration in MCE. Lin and co-workers coupled ITP with μ-CGE. Instead of frequent substitution of buffers vials in capillary format, automatically switching electric fields between running buffers in glass microchip was performed. A 5 mm SDS--protein sample plug in double T injection was focusing with a leading electrolyte of 50 mM Tris, 0.5% SDS, 2% dithiothreitol (DTT), pH 6.8, and a tailing electrolyte of 192 mM glycine, 25 mM Tris, pH 8.3, and then sizing in polymer solution of 100 mM Tris--NaH~2~PO~4~, 0.1% SDS, 10% glycerol, 10% dextran, pH 8.3, all of which could be completed within 300 s with an enhancement factor of ∼40 [@bib171]. Recently, a simple transient ITP was used to concentrate HSA and its immunocomplex just before electrophoretic separation on a standard cross PMMA microchip. With 5 or 10 mM NaCl added in the leading electrolyte, an 800-fold signal enhancement was achieved [@bib172].

EFGF was a powerful tool to achieve both concentration and separation of protein sample simultaneously. Instead of hollow fiber column in conventional EFGF instruments, the conductive membrane was fabricated in microchip in situ to block the protein molecules while keeping electric field connection [@bib173]. Woolley and co-workers produced this membrane just on the fluid microchannel using phase-changing sacrificial layers (PCSL), which had also been used for PMMA chip bonding. With this method, about 3-fold resolution increase and an enrichment factor of 10,000 within 40 min were obtained. An alternative method was presented by Lee and co-workers [@bib174]. A weir structure was fabricated between main separation channel and electric field gradient channel on one side on their own developed plastic chip. Ion-permeable membrane was polymerized on the weir by surface modification, prepolymer loading, nitrogen gas purging and UV radiation induced polymerization. With this EFGF device, GFP was concentrated up to 4000-fold.

4. Outlook and conclusion
=========================

MCE can be performed at higher speed with superior efficiency, for its stable laminar flow, plug flow profile, short initial sample length, diffusion-dominant molecule dispersion and rapid heat dissipation rate. At the same time, well-established microfabrication technologies facilitate MCE with more freedom and compactness. Other related functional units such as microheater, pneumatic pump and valve developed in microfluidic chip can be recruited as required. Therefore, MCE can be carried out in an integrated and controllable way. Generally, MCE has demonstrated the ability for the fast and efficient separation of various analytes, from small ions to large biomolecules, provided a feasible method for conducting numerous experiments in parallel, while consuming little reagent and achieving even better results.

Some factors that determined MCE efficiencies have been studied extensively, and lots of successful experiences and procedures can be used as reference right now, especially for sample injection, turn optimization and joule heating control. Surface modification methods are specially required upon chip material and electrophoresis system, so its complexity and diversity have to be enriched gradually.

Lots of achievements have been obtained in MCE, even chip sizing of DNA and protein has been commercialized, but portable and integrated microdevices based on MCE are still in research by laboratories and companies. MCE is not self-contained in most out-of-lab cases, and it alone dose not fulfill the full potential of miniaturization. On-line sample preparation is highly desirable for most MCE-based applications. DNA extraction and amplification from a crude sample is a typical and successful pioneer technology, and its integration with MCE has also been demonstrated recently. A sample volume of several microliters was needed, and the analysis cycle was within 1 h [@bib28]. Perfusion sampling of proteins and bioamines in vivo, followed with derivation and high-speed MCE were integrated within a microchip [@bib176]. The sampling interval was less than 1 min, and could last several hours. However, more challenges still exist in sample preparation, such as the extraction of a target fraction from solid samples, or from fragile and complex biological samples.

Development of compact detection setups is also an unavoidable task for the portability of MCE. At present, optical accessories are still too large relative to microchip itself, and many limitations in other detection methods also need to be overcome. Recently, optiofluidic, novel light sources and lens may provide new ways to accomplish the next generation detection system. Furthermore, new sensor techniques will probably present other better choices.

It can be expected that MCE technologies will continue to grow stronger, and its integration with sample preparation and facile detection system will lead to a wider range of important applications.
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